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Introduction

PPSWR (Probability proportional to size—with replacement)
sampling is one of the several procedures that are used to get more
precise estimates of population total or mean for the estimation
variable Y, when information on a highly positively correlated
auxiliary variable Xis available (Sukhatme and Sukhatme 1970). If
the regression of Fon Zin the population is ofthe form y^a+bx
where a and i>0 are constants, then the efficiency of PPSWR sampl
ing with respect to simple random sampling is high when ais either zero
or is nearly so. The efficiency decreases with the increase in the value
of Ia 1,although the correlation coefficient remains positive and high
(Des Raj : 1958). Then there are cases where the relationship between
the variables Yand X is not linear and assumes various different
forms. In all such cases usually the PPSWR sampling is not expected
to be efficient. This scheme is, therefore, recommended only in those
cases where Yvalues for different population units are approximately
proportional to the corresponding Xvalues.

The purpose of the present paper is to suggest a procedure
which enables us to use PPSWR sampling efficiently in all cases where
the regression of 7 on X is of the type j=<^(x), <^(x) being some
function of.x. It is proposed to treat 0(x) as the new auxiliary
variable, although it may not always be possible to ascribe a physi
cal meaning to it. The regression ofYon 4>{x) will be linear through
origin. The PPSWR sampling with ^(x) as the measure of size can,
therefore, be expected to be quite efficient.

If the form of the function fix) is known in advance alongwith
the X-values for all the units in the population, the value of <f>{x) can
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be easily calculated for all population units, A PPSWR sample, with
<f>{x) as the size measure, can then be selected and the usual estimation
procedure followed.

For the cases where the form of the function is not known,
we propose the following sampling scheme.

2. The Proposed Sampling Scheme

Let the finite population O consist of iV units C/j, U^, ..•,Un.
Then in place of drawing a sample of size n straightaway from O, we
propose to draw an initial sample of size m (m<n) with PPSWR
taking [pi] as the selection probabilities. Both the variables Y and X
are then observed on these m units. Assuming that we have a rule
R which enables us to arrive at au unique function ^(x) from a given
initial sample, let y=<l>{x, r) denote the regression of Y on X obtained
from the r th (r=l, 2, ..., initial sample S{r,m). The initial
sample is then augmented by a second sample of (n—m) drawn with
PPSWR scheme from SI —S'(r, m) where S'{r, m) is the set of distinct
units in 5'(/-, m). For selecting the second sample r) is taken as
the measure of size.

If the selection probabilities [pi] are taken to be proportional
to X values, the use of this method amounts to the inbetween modi
fication of the size measure.

3. Estimate of Population Total

We consider the following estimate of population total Y.

... (3.1)

where

A

A

m)-i 2 yilPi'{r)+y'm,
i

p'i{r)='Kxi, r)l S /•),
Q.-S'ir, m)

y'm='2 yu
S'{r,m)

2 (yi-Kxi, r) ) Pi4- r),
i Q

and W^+W2=\.
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A

Although the estimate j'a is unbiased for the total Y, the estimate

y is biased as it involves the regression estimate

Out of N'" possible initial samples of size m, (JV—l)™ will not
include any particular unit. The probability p/ir) is defined only
when S (r, m) J) t/,-. Let us define the sets of samples.

Sj~{S{r, m)IS{r, m) D C/J
and Si={Sir, m)IS(r, m) $it/J

Following theorem then gives an approximate expression for the
K

variance of the estimate y.
A A

Theorem 3.1. : The variance V(Y) of the estimate Y is approxi
mately given by

2{n-m)

... (3.2)

where yi'hi-y\
n

P=(S yiXi/pi-xy)l\/[(Xyi^lPi-y^) (Xxi^lpi-x^)],
^ Q O

T»=(l-P—P,)™,

Pi{r)=KXi, r) {xur),
Q

and

£•1=Expected value over all possible S{r, m).

ProofThe variance

Viy)=W:"V(y,)+2W, W, Cov (y,, y,)+ V(y\) ... (3.3)
Now since is the regression estimate, we have approximately

n/i)='^\(l-p» ... (3.4)
where a/ and p are as defined in (3.2).

Let E2, Cov.j, Fa and Cov.i, stand for the expectation, co-
variance and variance for a given S (r,m) and over all possible S(r,m)
respectively. Then

Cov (yi, y^)=Ej Cov^ (y^, y,) + CoY, [E^{y,), E^liyd] = 0. ... (3.5)
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Also

vik)-=EivA)+ViE/yd
= 2 yi'lPi'in-iy-y m)-]

£2—in)

=(n~in)-^Ej[ X ti pi{r) % ti y,^IPi{r)-{ % ti yt)^\
Q. Q. Q

=E, Sti ti Pi(r)pj{r)[yilpi{r)~yjlpj(r)y lllin—m)

where = 1 if VisS^—S' (r, m)

=0 otherwise.

It is easy to see that

£•(;.)=£'(?i^)=(l-p.)™ and for

E(titj)=il—Pi-Pj)"'^yn

... (3.6)

... (3.7)

Now from (3.6 and 3.7), we get on taking the epxectation first
over a fixed set {pi{r)} and then over all values taken by {/?i(r)},

V(y,)= 2 Pi(r} (Pi{r)Pi{r} {yilPi{r)-yilPi{r) )1 2(n—m)...(3.8)

From (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) we get the variance of the estimate
A

Y as given in (3.2).

4. Estimation of Variance V(Y)

The estimation of Variance V{Y) amounts to finding estimates
A A

of the variances V{Y^ and V {Y^. Let ei(r)=ji—^(Xj, r), then as
usual we take

A A m m

V(yx)=[ S e,\r)lp^-m-K 2 ei(r)/p,)^]/m(m-l) ... (4.1)
i=l i=l

as an estimate of V (^j).
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A

' Coming to the estimation of variance if the coefficient of
Wi'liri—m) in (3.2) is denoted by then it can be easily seen

A

that an unbiased estimate of is given by where

a>(A/)=(„_m-l)-i[ %y^lpr{r)-{n-m)-\I.y,lp\{,r)f] ... (4.2)
i i

where p'i{r) is as defined in (3.1). Therefore, we have

V ... (4.3)

A

It may be remarked here that the estimate of F(jj) has been
obtained from the preliminary sample of size m while the second
sample selected in any particular case has been used for estimating

A

the variance V(yi). One can easily see that various other estimates can
also be obtained for these variances, but it is felt that they may be
important only when it is desired to investigate into the accuracy
of different estimators. In the present paper, this aspect of the
problem is not being considered.

5. Some Further Remarks

1. The optimum values of the weights Wi and Ws in 3.1 are,
as usual given by

rx. ' V{y,)
^ ^ andPF2=l-fFi ... (5.1)

V{y,)+V{y,)

A A

If we have some idea about the magnitude of V(yi) and F(j.^) these
values can be us2d in (5.1) to get the weights and W^. Incase
no such information is available we have to use in (5.1) the estimated
variances. The values of Wi and so obtained will, however,
become random variables.

2. The second sample of size (n—in) could also be selected
from the whole population Q in place of selecting it from • —S'{r, ni).
In such a situation we will have

y^'^in-m)-^ 2 - (5.2)
i
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as an unbiased estimate of the total Y. The sampling procedure
suggested in the present paper is, however, more efficient since we
have

V22(n~,n)lV(y,')-V{h]=El S(l-y.-,) -^)
>0 ... (5.3)

•i^JsQ.

as Y«=(l-P.—

3. As m enters in the definition of the determination of
its optimum value is quite complicated and is not attempted here.
Even if the expression for optimum m is available it will involve the
function ^(x) which we know only after the selection of the initial
sample. Therefore, the availability of the formula for optimum m
will not be of much use.
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